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invention relates to a non-volatile semiconductor memory, and particularly relates to a non-volatile semiconductor memory having a technology for reducing the number of program operations, by effectively using a data retention time of a memory cell. 2. Description of the
Related Art There are known EEPROMs in which memory cell data is held even after a power supply voltage applied to the memory is turned off. In such EEPROM, however, there is a limit on the amount of electrical charge that can be injected and held in each memory cell,

and therefore a large number of programming steps are required for injecting and holding a large number of electrons into memory cells. In addition, a data retention time is limited to several 100 to several 1000 hours because of leak currents from memory cells.
Accordingly, a user cannot designate a retention time up to the limit, and the reduction of the number of programming steps is insufficient. A reduced number of programming operations are required in a non-volatile memory in which a current is continuously supplied from

a power supply, such as a Flash EEPROM. In a Flash EEPROM, cells are separated into a drain region and a source region, and are provided at both ends of a bit line. When a memory cell is selected by applying a predetermined voltage to a word line coupled to the cell, a
current flows through the memory cell from the bit line to the source line. During this operation, electrons are injected into the floating gate by avalanche multiplication, and therefore a large number of programming steps are required. To reduce the number of

programming steps, it is possible to shorten the bit line time by using a current supply method such as sub-bit line system. A non-volatile semiconductor memory having a data retention time and a number of program operations that are reduced according to the above-
mentioned technology will be described with reference to FIG. 7. In FIG. 7, memory cells MC11 to MCmn are arranged in m rows and n columns. In each memory cell, a selection transistor ST11 to ST1m and a memory transistor MT11 to MT1n are connected in series.
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toddler. According to WJBF-TV, Troy "Shake" Wade was charged with misdemeanor battery after the incident with a 2-year-old boy, who was his own son. He remains in custody at Roddy Blank Correctional Center. A witness, Maxie Lewis, told WJBF that she and Wade were
at a bar when the incident took place. "She walked out and I heard him screaming. When I turned around, he was laying on the ground and he was naked. The whole scene was like out of a movie," Lewis told the station. Wade's attorney argued the incident was not

malicious and had been a "playful" act.Q: How to deselect the default text editor in Atom? I have a default setting set that opens the file with the HTML text editor. I can manually change it to another editor, but I have to quit Atom and open it again for the change to take
effect. Is there some other setting or command I can use to change the default? A: You probably want to change the setting "editor.selector" to "*" (not an exact value), this matches every text file in the working directory. See You can also change the setting to

"*somefile.txt" which will match only a single text file. A: Type: atom --select-editor See: A: Restart Atom and it will show a "cho 6d1f23a050
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